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Well, folks. 'Ibis is our last issue of the swnmer. We are still looking for writers, proofreaders,

copyreaders, photographers, more cartoonists, and anyone else who wants to work for us. Have a
good summer and try to pass ·au exams. We will return during registration week for the fall.
Goodby.e

IN ••
Volume Five No. J

'Ibis issue features two SGA meetings and the results of the blood drive on page 1. Page 2 is filled
with Al Whitaker 's expose on JSU radio reception. A new marijuana loophole, the new journalism
department, and the new JSU trainer, are on page 3. Page 4 reveals some marvelous editorial,.
Decatur Woodstock slosies through page 5. Page 6 introduces our new culture page. Ideolog am the
new GRE schedule resourxl through page 7. .The Rip-off Calendar concludes this issue on page 8.

JACKSONVILLE STATE UNIVERSITY

MONDAY, July 23, 1973

JSU's SGA Acts On
Two Major Issues

WHERE WERE YOU WHEN THEY
NEEDED YOU, MR. AND MRS. JSU
STUDENTS? The American Red Q-oss
ns desperately needing 200 pints of blood
a, help in their fight to replenisi their
of blood that have been deleted
ince that time back in the spring when
natural disasters hit the state of Alabama
almos daily. But did the student body care
mougb to stop by and ask what they could
Ii? No.! Only a few great humanitarians
apped by and gave 92 pints of blood that

•es

day, about half the needed blood.
Well, let's remember that every dog has
his day and some of the students that do
not give a bang, may be glad to get blood
that some thoughtful person has given
after be has had a bad auto accident or
S>me other misfortlllle.
So next time that the blood drive comes
to JSU, let us get out and give some blood
S> that others can live and remember that
one of the others may some day be YOU! ! !

VOTE
8 A.M.-4 P.M.
Wednesday, July 25

in Bibb· Graves, Merrill
Hall, or the Student
Commons Bldg.

The SGA has met twice since the last
issue of
e CHANTICLEER was
published. Several new things of interest to
students were acted on by the Senate.
First, the meal coupon plan reported .in..
the last issue of the CHANTICLEER was
endorsed in a formal resolution . The text
of the resolution is on page 19. Also, the
Intercollegiate Press Bulletin, a
publication about happenings on other
campuses arourxl the nation, is to be
renewed when the SGA is financially able.
The Baptist Campus Ministry will run a
book exchqe this fall . More details on
this project will be in our Registration
Week issue this fall .
This last week, several committee
chairmen were appointed and approved by
the Senate. Jerry Starnes was named to
head the Spirit Committee. Larry Masters
is the new chairman of the Publicity
Committee. 'Ibis Committee will absorb
the functions of the temporary High School
Relations Committee, which was set up
earlier this smnmer. Mike Sanders will
head the Elections Committee, which will
oversee the freshman elections this fall.
Two events of interest have already been
scheduled for the first part of October. The
seventh am eighth, the SGA and the
Baptist Campus Ministry will sponsor a
''Human Sexuality Seminar." Dr. Paul
Simmons of the Southern Seminary in
I..ouisville will speak on the moral and
legal aspects of abortion on the seventh.
On the eighth, Dr. Robert Allig, a
gynacologist from Anniston, will speak on
the medical aspects of abortion . The
seminar will be held at 7: 00 each evening
in the Student Commons Auditorium.
Then, on Tuesday, October 9, Jeane Dixon
will speak am hold an in-depth question
and answer period. She will speak at 7:30
pm. in the Student Commons Auditorium.
Apartment dwellers have happy news on
page 00 . .A letter from Mike Sanders
heralds the arrival of the Off-Campus
Ass>datioo . More information oo this will

be forthcoming as it becomes available.
Additional speakers being considered
for this fall are Senator Edward M.
Kemedy, Senator Sam Ervin , John Dean,
and Rod McKuen. Students are invited to
visit theu- SGa ofB..--p
extll"ess their
feelings oo the speaker prograniaiii oan:a
programs sponsored by the SGA. All
students are also invited to attend the SGA
meetings. The SGA will meet tonight at
8:00 o'clock oo the fourth floor of the
Student Commons Building.

am

Many High
Schoolers
Expected
Jacksonville State University is going to
be a very busy place during the next two
months with between 2,000-3,000 high
school visitors expected.
The largest group coming to the campu.,
will be the amual High School Cheerleader
Clinic, sponsored by the Alabama High
School Athletic Association.
Official,
expect between 500-600 on July l&-20.
The Dixie Halftime Camps will see
nearly 500 on campus practicing their
rountines for the upcoming fall football
season. This is scheduled Aug. 5-9.
During July ard August at least six high
school bands will spend a week at Jax
Sta t.e getting a head start upon their fall
activities. Other' bands have made tentative arrangements but at present the
following bands will be here : McEachern
High School, Powder Springs, Ga.;
Campbell High School, Symrna, Ga.;
Berry High, Fairfield High, and Midfield
High, all from the Birmingham area; Arab
High School; ard B. C. Comer High of
Sylacauga.
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Person •• Joe Stahlkupp
A familiar figure on campus, Joe
Stahlkuwe, who recently graduated from
JSU, has a.,sumed a new role in the
oommunity with his appointment as
Executive Director of the Regional
Alcohollim Council for Calhoun and
aebume Cotmties.
When the CHANTICLEER asked Mr.
Stahlkuwe what his responsibilities are,
he said that he and the Council work in
three areas relating to aloohollim. The
first area is that of rehabilitation
programs for alooholics. The second is to
develop new programs for work with
alcoholics, including a referral and information center for alcoholics. The final
area is that of prevention, utilizing
speaking engagements and seminars.
(One example of these seminars is the

one to be held at JSU July 'Zl. The Law
Enforcement Seminar on Alooholism, to
be held from 8 am. until noon in Brewer
Hall, is not only one of the first of its kind in
the state, but is also the first to be held in
Northeast Alabama. The seminar is open
to all interested persons. Other seminars
on alcoholism will be held for business
leaders and students, for ministers, and
for people involved in all levels of
education.)
While Mr. Stahlkuwe was an undergraduate at JSU, he was an SGA
Senator, three times editor of the "student
Haoobook", a dormitory oounselor, a
member of "Who's Who in American
Colleges and Universities", the chainnan
of the Liaison Committee, and ... Editor of

the CHANTICLEER. He was a sociology
major. Mr. Stahlkuwe has also attended
the Universities of Maryland and Miami
(F1orida).
He told the CHANTICLEER that he was
chosen foc his present position, which is
fumed by the Federal government and
administered by the state, because he is
the former director of a home for
emotionally disturbed children in the
Florida Keys aoo because he has held
many administrative jobs at JSU. He said
that he is using his job to help his fellow
man, and that the pay is not great.
Mr. Stahlkuwe told the CHANTICLEER
that he is "sold on JSU" and that it is "one ·
of the finest institutions not only in the
South, but in the whole oountry". He
further oommented that, while things are

not always perfect at JSU, the situam
generally better than at other insti ·
He referred to the recent incident
Samford University in Birmingham
the Administration refused to allow
student newspaper to print an article
was a-itical of Administration po ·
The action of the Administration r
in the resignation of the Editor am
staff of the newspaper. Mr.
asserted that there has never befJI
suppressiQn of the student newspaper
JSU.
Mr. Stahlkuwe requests that
needing to discuss matters relatq
alcohollim contact him at the
Television Building in Anniston (Room
l) or call him at 237-8131.

An expose on the federal 'censorship' commission:
why you can't pick up a radio station here at night
o~ why you should flush your cheap little transister radio down the commode
How many times have you cursed your
AM radio at night when all of your favorite
radio stations seem to just disawear?
Well, Brother, if all you have is an AM
radio, after about 8 o'clock you might as
well head for the TV room, because
alfyou're going . to get here after dusk is
some mumbled garbage on top of some
Spanilil lingo on top of something else. It's
sad, but true .
Of the local radio stations, WONG and
WANA in Anniston both tum down their
power output from 1,000.watts to 250 watts
arouoo 8 pm. That puts them out to Fort
McQellan, but not much further. WHMA,

l

the daytime; in sunlight the signals will
not travel as far.
Whether and the time of year also play
tricks on radio signals. For instance,
during a storm, (local or distant) you
might be able to pick a radio station a
thousand miles away or possibly even
further. Or, on the other hand, you might
not be able to pick up a station five miles
away. Radio reception is also better
during the winter months, as compared
with the swnmer months. Referring again
to Doa
, with WLB, that atton can
be picked up as far away as England and
Italy, but mostly only ''when the grouoo is

- ~also§~in~Anni~
here."
from 5,000 ·~sto~n~,~tum=~s~d~o=wn~i~ts~~w~~
• That - frozen
Thereover
are up
other
factors involved which
Y
(or beam) their signal in a
cause radio reception here to be as bad as
certain direction; in this case, south. li
it is. For instance, Jacksonville is almost
WHMA remained lUDlli-<lirectional' at
entirely surrounded by motmtains which
night, as WONG and WANA do, and
block a major portion of incoming radio
retained their 1,000 watt output, they would
signals. And as if that isn't bad enough,
easily be J;icked up in Jacksonville.
there is a great quantity of iron ore hidden
WGAD in Gadsden, which broadcasts on
within the hills 800 motmtains in the area,
1350 kc., reduces power from 5 000 watts to
which absorbs some of the radio signals
1,000 directional at night. ~ .rding to
nearby.
announcer Freddy Rains, WGAD
But don't give up hope, folks. li you're
lroadcasts in a 'cloverleaf directional
really bent on listening to the radio, you
pattern' at night, beaming their signal
oould always jump in the car and head for
south, west and northeast.
the highway where it seems reception is
WAAX, also in Gadsden, reduces power
much better. Just pull off on the side of the
from 5,000 watts to 500 watts directional at
road and sing along tmtil your hearts
night, according to dlief engineer Mel
oontent. Be sure, though, to bring a oopy of
Rogers. They broadcast in a cloverleaf
the CHANTICLEER along with you in case
directional pattern at night also at 570 kc.
one of "Jacksonville's finest" sees you
WJBY in Gadsden broadcasts on 930 kc.
parked all alone and decides to find out
with a power rating of 1,000 watts daytime
why. It might help you avoid "explaining
only, as they sign~ff at dusk each day.
things downtown". li you doo 't have a car,
WPID, in Piedmont, also broadcasts with
they still sell decent stereos and record
a power rating ofl,OOOwatts daytime only,
players ·here and there.
at 12.80 kc.
Butifit'saradio you have, and radio you
want to hear, we're behind you 100 per
cent, (records are too expensive, anyhow).
WLS in Cllicago broadcasts with 50,000
CHANTICLEER oontacted the Federal
watts 24 hours a day . They transmit
Communications Commission (oops, I'm
fulltime oomi-<lirectional, which, during
sorry, that's the Federal 'Censorship'
the summer, oovers most of the eastern
Commission) branch office in Atlanta,
United states. According to Don Amell,
Georgia, recently and discovered several
chief engineer at WLS, they have a clear
'very interesting' things .
chamel at night, which means no other
For instance: if AM radio reception is
radio station broadcasts on that frequency
not too good (which it's not) then you can
after dusk. During the daytime, WHNC in
petition the FCC ( By the way, we '11 have a
Henderson, N. C., and KBYE in Oklahoma
petition ready soon) for better radio
City, Oklahoma, share the 890 (kc.) spot
service, and we were assured that action
with WLS. Both WHNC and KBYE
would be taken. But, even though AM is
lroadcast with 1,000 watts output.
lousy, if FM reception is considered good
Solar rays from the sun oompletely
in that particular areas, no further actior
block out long-distance radio signals which
will be taken by the FCC. Up until just
is the reason the WLS cannot be reached
recently, you could petition the FCC for
here during the daytime hours. That is also
better AM radio service, and no emphasis
why the FCC allows radio stations to
__..,_ .... "'"" nower during
would be placed on FM reception. li,

following the filing of a petition, the investigation by the FCC showed AM service
was bad, then either a reasonably local
station would be allowed to increase power
to oover that particular area, or a license
or building permit issued by the FCC
would become available for a new station
in that area. But now, following the
petition, both AM and FM reception are
dlecked by the FCC, and bad AM reception is no longer grouoos for further action.
All you'll get is a " Buy yourself a FM
adio, kid," from the oommission.
That might be good advice because FM
reception seems to be fair, in some places,
that is. In Crow Hall, for instance, the
rooms on the west side of the building can
J;ick up a few FM stations clear as a bell
while people in rooms on the east side
can't, (with the exception of WHMA-FM).
They all have a lot of static. Perhaps an
antenna would help the situation for those
on the east side; use of an external antenna is against the rules! ! ! Even in uwer
Sparkman Hall, radio reception is pretty
bad, according to several of the
'inhabitants'. It came as a slll'pl'ise, but
residents as low as the first and as high as
the ninth floor oomplain of poor radio
reception, on both AM and FM.
The solution, it seems, would be to start
a radio station right here in Jacksonville
(or better yet, on campus). Well, it's not as
easy as it may seem. First, (referring to
AM) there has to be an availability for a
license. This is very important because
there are so many AM radio stations (over
five thous800), that the FCC oonsiders the
AM band nearly full. So, unless there is an
availability in the area in which you desire
to locate your station, you cannot obtain
the required station license. It just so
hawens, though, that there is an
availability for an AM radio station license
in Jacksonville. It is not known at this time
what particular type of AM license is
available, but you will find out in the near
future, as the CHANTICLEER is planning
several 'follow-up' articles (and progress
reports) on the matter.
Allowing that there is an availability for
your planned station, your next step would
be to apply for the building permit. The
FCC issues this as more or less a temporary license, or better yet, a license to
build or oonstruct the actual radio station.
This is NOT a license to broadcast,
however . But, in order to obtain a building
permit, you must show that your radio
station will benefit the public in numerous
ways; you must show proof that you have

. ..

the proper amotmt of capital to biild
maintain your station; and vario111
standards 800 qualifications must be
One other important step (or techni
is to restain the services of a ·
engineer . He must have a current
class radio-telephone operator's
(often referred to as ''ticket"). 'Ibillt
fellow that will ''plug it all in !!!"
also race to have around during the
- when the console and oontrol broad Bil
entire studio with smoke 800 sparks
the chocolate milk«iake you acci
spill and let drip into the inside of
control board and all over everythq
After you obtain the building permit,
proceed to buy aoo install your
ment; get everything set-up, boo
and plugged-up, and notify the FCC
ready. They'll oome down to inspect
test your equipment. li you meet an
many st800ards, you'll receive
station license, and you're 'on the ai'
FM is only slightly different, as
are many more availabilities. I
suggest you think more along the linl
an FM station bdcause it seems to be
going thing in radio now. Something ell
be oonsidered .with FM is stereo and
steroo, which is not available with
Overall, there's mudl less red tape
FM.
In summation, we're not suggesting
you all run out 800 start your own
station, or throw your radios out
window. Quite the opposite: keep the
all you hard-rock radio freaks. There It
ooncerned 800 eager group of
working on the matter very diligently.
hopefully will soon have good ne111
report.
Many thanks to these and others ·
whose concern and assistance this
and other efforts would have been
would be impossible.
Don Amell, WLS; Freddy Ra
WGAD; Mel Rogers, WAAX; Fred~
WHMA; Clluck Davis, WONG; Ten,
Conaway, WPID; Kim Albright, WJBY
anonymous, FCC; No-Doz, most "
pharmacy
MEMO: to steve
FROM: Al
MESSAGE: "Hey, I didn't sleep tbrO!t
the deadline this time, did I? ! ! !"
But, in the meantime, "This is JI
Whitaker with ' W-CHANTICLEER',
signing off . . . "
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Mariiuana Law

Buescher Appointed .

Loophole Works

In Florida-May Work
For Alabama
(From Auburn Plainsman)
An Alabama law may contain a loophole
lig enough for every marijuana defendent
In the state to slip through, but, according
to local lawyers, the precedent set in a
lrial am acquittal of a Florida Woman in
Ajrll does oot apply to Alabama since the
ruling was in a State and not a Federal

lbmt.
Ilk.hard Essen, a Miami lawyer, found
wbathe terms a ''perfect pot defense" and
baa iroved in court that there are at least
lree, possibly four, species of m¥ijuana.
F.ssen's defense concentrates 'on terms
med to describe the plant. Both the U. S.
Olde (tiUe 21, section 803) and•the Florida
btates (303.0U2) describe marijuana as
me species-Cannibis saiiva. Alabama
ml many other states "dse the same
definition. In an April (1973) trial in
r»rida arcwt Court, Essen produced a
efense witness who proved to the jury
llat more than one species of Cannibis
m. Since the law specified the sativa
'8cies, the defendent was judged not
pl)ty, because the species she possessed
OJuld not be identified as Cannibis sativa.
Ea8en said of his defense:
''My second reason was that it was a
fascinating point and interesting to work
db, am the fact that it had intellectual
Ill egotistical value. But, primarily, I had
been concerned by the tremendous
mrmber of yo~ people convicted of
man)uallil ma. ges md -neving · ~ ...._.........

niled."
Fat spent six months preparing a
defmse for an accused defendant and,
• receiving her assurance that she
IOllkl not back down from a not guilty
Jffl, bad Dr. Richard Schulte, botanist
alXI department head from Harvard
lmversity, flown down for the Circuit
(hurt trial.
Afta' Sdtulte's testimony, which induded actual samples of various Cannibis
fecles, the jury deliberated and returned
1 not guilty verdict. Essen, obviously
irooo, described the police cbemist as
''taken by surprise; in my estimation he
1111 dessimated."
'lbe irosecution did try to counter
F.asen's defense through the Food and
Drug Administration (FDA) but no
limabis test known to man can show the
llliva species to be different from either
lbe indica or ruderalis species. The
lradltiooal Duquenos Test for marijuana
tum other plants, but the results will not
.,.ate individual species: they all
dlqe the applied cbemicals to violet
mloration.
"A fourth species was reported by a
IJted <llinese botanist who escaped from
IJiDa 8Jll came to the u. s. He described
~ marijuana as having leaves as big as
ears-why that's enough to turn
a whole block," said Essen. He added
lbat there were no samples available to
,ow that this fourth species exists.
In reply to a satement that only sative
be shown to exist, Essen pointed out
lbat almos all Cannibis in the u. s. has
lieell cultivated by man and that hybrids
(ilb different appearances) do exist. "The
ta generation of wild uncultivated
lmlibis lrougbt to the U. S. (from
Eurasia) and grown at the University of
ppi Test Center had differences a
ehi~ between species, oot la~
erations mowed similarities as a result ·

croas,pollination," be said.

SGA
Amendments:
Their Effects
In an upcoming SGA election, two
amendments to the SGA Constitution will
be included on the ballot.
The first amendment deals with the pay
of the SGA officers. The president will
receive $125 per month; the vice-president
will receive $100 per month; and the
Secretary, Treasurer, and Business
Manager will receive $50 per month. The
reason for insertion of this amendment
into the ballot is that, when the salaries of
the officers were last voted upon, the
Summer Semester pay for the Treasurer
and Secretary was accidentally cut in half.
If passed, this amendment would restore
the amowit originally decided upon for the
Secretary and Treasurer-but would not
restore the amount lost via the mistake in
the previous amendment.
The second amendment deals with all
JSU Cllartered organizations. By October
30 of each academic year, all cbartered
organizations must furnish the SGA
Secretary with the names, addresses, and
phone nwnbers of the four major officers
and the faculty advisor, as well as a list of
all cbanges made to the constitution of the
organization. This information would then
be available to President Stone or his
succesi1>r, Vice-President Montgomery or
lµs successor, Jack Hopper (Director of
Public Relations) or his successor, the
editors of the CHANTICLEER and
MIMOSA, all department heads, the
Director of Student Affairs, and any official requesting sucb information. If this
is passed, the officers and faculty advisor
of any cbartered organization at JSU could
be more easily readied oo matters of
importance, or trivia. This amendment
would also prevent any chartered
organization from secretly revising its
constitution for any reaaon .

JSU To Get
Overpasses
On July 13, Sen. Fred Ray Lybrand

amounced the proposed construction of
three overpasses to serve the Ju state
campus. 1be fwxls, approved by Gov.
Wallace earlier in the day, for the p-oject
will be paid by the state revenue sharing

Story Courtesy of
time trainer.
The Anniston Star
Buescher, 25, is a graduate of Central
Athletic Director Charley Pell of
MisS>uri State where he worked . as a
Jacksonville State University has anstudent assistant to the head trainer.
nounced the appointment of Keith
Following graduation, he worked with the
Buescber as the school's new trainer.
St. Louis Cardinal football team during a
Buescher, who replaces Mike Jackson,
swnmer training session before joining the
comes to Jacksonville from Missouri
athletic staff at Missouri Western Chllege.
Western in St. Joseph, Mo., where he was
He alS> worked two years as a student
head trainer for three years.
assistant trainer at the University of·
Jackson, head trainer for the past three
MisS>uri.
years at JSU, resigned recently in order to
"This is a -step up for me in my career
enter medical school this fall.
and I'm looking forward to working with
"Keith has excellent credentials and
comes to us highly recommended," Pell . the staff and players at Jacksonville,"
·Buescber said. "I enjoyed my three years
said in announcing the new addition to the
at Missouri Western, but this was an opstaff. "We hated to lose Mike because he
portunity
I couldn't pass up."
,has dooe a tremendous job for us the past
Buescher is married to the former
three years. I want to wish him well in
Marsia Morse of Colwnbia. Both are
medical school."
natives
of Chlumbia, Mo.
Jackson was the Gamecocks' first full-

IM Softball Schedule
July
July
July
July

23
24
25
26

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday

F Troop
Fossils
Woomtock
Fossils

vs.
vs.
vs.
vs.

U--Sbop
Rascals
Cbmedians
Yankees

All Games Are HeJd At 3: 30 p. m. On
The West 1-M Field
Following are the results of the past
month's 1-M softball games: Bold words
indicate winners.
1~

June 2$
June 26 ·
June 'l:l
June 2.8
June 29
July 2
July 3
June 5
July 6
July 9
July 10
July 11
July 12
July 13
July 16
July 17
July 8
July 19
July 20

Rascals
U-Shop
Comedians
U-Shop
Yankees
Yankees
F-Troop
F-Troop
Fossils
Fossils
Rascals
Woodstock
Rascals
U-Shop
U-Shop
Yankees
Comedians
Yankees
F-Troop

vs.
vs.

vs.
vs.
vs.
vs.
vs.
vs.
vs.
vs.
vs.
vs.
vs.
vs.
vs.
vs.
vs.
vs.'
vs.

.~

... ,;::
F-Troop
Yankees
·:!
Woodstock Didn't play
Fossils
,F-Troop
Rascals
.......
Fossils
·U--Sbop
Rascals
Yankees
U--Sbop
Comedians Didn't. play
F-Troop
Yankees
Fossils
F-Troop
Woomtock
Rascals
Fossils

IM Softball Standings
w
F Troop
U-Sbop
Rascals
Fossils
Co!Qedians
Woodstock
Yankees

5

4
3
2
0
0

0

L
1

Per Cent
.833

2

.rm

2
3
0
0
8

.600
.400
· .000
.000
.000

money.
1be $250,000 project, which will begin
immediately, will connect the JSU campus, divided by Alabama 21, in the vicinity
of the following buildings : Houston Cole
library; Martin Hall and Lurleen B.
Wallace Hall; and Brewer Hall and Merrill
Hall.
President Ernest Stone stated that the
construction mould be finished before the
end of the 1973 calendar year.

Journalism Department Opens
Startfng this fall, students at JSU will be
able to take courses in the newly
established Department of Joumallsm.
~ course will be tau~t in the department-beginning feature writinl. This will

be held from 9:10 until 10:40 a.m. on
Tuesdays and 1bUl'8days in BG 324. This
oourse will be numbered 300, taught by
Mrs. Cldsolm of ~ Englim Department,
and worth 3 boura.

·-
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Phillips On Food
nus sUJDJ1er Americans seem to be
concerned about two problems: the
Watergate investigations and the high
prices of food. I have decided to ignore
Watergate and to concentrate on the price
of food and bow people in this area can
partially 11>lve this problem, both as individuals and as a group.

BAUMANN'S BWEBERRIF.S
In a recent ad in the ANNISTON ST >\R,
Mr. Edward R. Baumarm stated that
blueberries oould be picked in his patch for
35 cents per pint. (The cheapest
blueberries that I oould find in any store in
this area were priced at 32 cents per 10
ourx:es.) H!5 wife mentioned that they
were doing this for the third year because
of a siortage of blueberry pickers.

The patch is open Mondays, Wednesday.s, and Saturdays (during fair
weather only) from 9:00 am. WJtil 5:00
pm. These berries ·consist of cultivated
high bush varieties, which mean., that they
are easy to pick. (Bring your own containers~)
The directions to the patch are as
follows: Drive down Clloccolocco Road
from Anniston to Faulkner's Union 76
station in Clloccolocco, turn left at the first
m-ive on the right and follow the signs
which are marked BLUEBERRY.
This type of idea is one of the many
which one may follow in trying to stretch
the dollar a mite farther.

JACKSONVILLE FOOD COOPERATIVE

Letters
"The lesmn that government price
doesn't work is never learned"Richard M. Nixm.
Once again, the Administration's Phaser
Banks have been discharged, and we now
have Phase Four. This time, we are told,
there are profit oontrols designed to make
sure that Big Business doesn't do
something awful like maybe lowering its
prices in order to oompete. Businessmen
do not like oompetition ... it bankrupts
them. They would much rather maintain
the status quo by preventing things like
increased efficiency. The Poor, oo the
other hand, benefit from oompetition
because it gives them a chance to get rich
and get some of the money that is
currently in the •pocket of some oorrupt
businessnan.
Gra?l the ACA and ADA ratings of the
Senators of the United States against the
average per capita income of the states
from which they are elected. With a few
uceptions--generally anomalies, such as
the extremely Liberal Senator Sparkman
~

Columnist Andrew Tully has revealed
that he interviewed the late J. Edgar
Hoover in January, 1972, and that be
promised Hoover the interview would not
be publi.Sled WJtil after his (Hoover's)
death.
Tulley says that Hoover told him that
President Nixon wanted him to r

1nm hf• poat •

s.theco~p
pools mopping lists to make mass purchases at the Fanner 's Market in Birmingham and at several wholesale food
houses in tbe Anniston area.
At the present time, the oo-op, based in
the United Cliristian Ministry house at 300
North Pelham in Jacksonville, is attempting to deal directly with local farmers to pick crops by themselves (thus
reducing the overall price of the goods).

The responsibilities for travel
arrangements and payment are siared by
all of the members of the group on a
rotating basis.
Initial member sup m the co-op meeting
every Mmday night is $3.00 per person,
excluding children.
Additional methods of alleviating the
high
food prices are left up to the
imagination, as well as to President Nixon.

diti~utJI.•

,

President that Mr.
Nixoo needed "protection from those
arowxl him." Hoover, criticized Nixon's
closest advisors, and said "Someday that

that he convinced the

from C.onservative Alabama-you will find
that the poorer states elect Conservatives,
the richer states Liberals. It is the poor
people of this oountry who are hurt by the
stifling of competition; and whether for
oonscious or nonconscious reasons, they
tend to vote Conservatively when freed
from ethnic or demagogic ooncerns.
After you have considered that, think
about the last time you thought oontrols on
business helped the poor. It is much better
to have a business oommunity constantly
in jeopardy-through-mismanagement
than to exclude unfortunates from the
entire system.
Presumably, the profit controls will only
set maximums. That means that, if you
invested one humred dollars in a business
because you thought its profits were going
to increase, tougbluckCllarlie. But if you
disinvested in that same company, you
may have made a right decision, since the
profits oould have gone down. Where will
the investments needed to create jobs
come from if profits are frozen?
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VISIT GUIDANCE RULES
1. In directing letters, write inmate'a
name and serial number plainly on •

velope, BOX 69, LONDON, OHIO, 4311.
2. Articles which inmates will be per,
mitted to receive:
Religiw.. boob,
newspapers, magazines
direct fnlll
publishers, family photographs, pem,
pencils, combs, bru.1bes, tooth paste,
Slaving cream, soap, cigarettes, tobacat,
bunch will serve him up a fine mess."
blankets, shoes, socks, underwear, !IIJlo
Hoover was referring to Mitchell<lterchiefs, sweaters, instant tea 800 inHeldeman-Ellrlichman-Dean.
stant coffee. No Red Clothing.
Hoover, you will remember, was the one
3. All other permissible articles will be
who tried to convince FDR not to send the
purchased through the CommissarJ
Americans of Japanese descent to the
Department or with prior o.k. obtained bJ
concentration camps in WWII and be was
inmate.
the one who attempted to sto Pr
4. All mone '.JremJ~~-tted~Ji2..imlut.ea..z:mlll:4
~.;;Jbm:.;;;;;;,;:mnr«ornn1ifli""°": ~~y~ ~ONEY ORDER, DRAFT OR
political enemies, as LBJ had dooe during
CERTIFIED CHECK. DO NOT SEND
the 1964 campaign. It is interesting to note
CASH MONE!Y.
that Hoover was the Federal official most5. Immediate family, mother, father, wife
unwanted by the Elitists who wanted a
am children, may visit inmates once a
.mare authoritarian FBI director.
week between 9:00 a.m. am 3:30 p.m. any
day. Brothers, sisters, gramparents,
ur~les, aunts, 1st cousins, nieces, nephews
am friends (previously approved) may
visit once each month. Visting facilities
are limited. A maximum of five perso:11
may visit an inmate at any one time. In
are records of achiev~ent. New College,
the event of overcrowding, the length m
a private, liberal arts college, certifies
visiting
time will be governed by the m•
only expertise in an area, not failure.
fleer in charge.
College officials say that if students do
6. Visitors may bring a pimic Im.
not have to worry about failures on their
Inmates
will not be permitted to carry any
record,, they will feel like venturing into
food
from
the Visiting Room.
unfamiliar areas. This frees the student to
7.
Relatives
on their first visit are
broaden his education and helps eliminate
required to have a letter of identificatim
easy oourses to assist grade averages.
from an official of the city or oounty in
students can even risk a mediocre
which they reside.
performance in ooe subject to focus more
8. This letter is uncensored and the Ad,
of their attention on more important areas
ministration of this institution is mt
without being penalized by lowered grade
responsible for it's contents.
averages.
E. B. HASKINS, Superintendent
In addition to their "pass" notice, New
Londm Correctional lnstitutim
College students receive evaluations by
their instructors. Each instructor writes a
narrative description of a student's perDear Sir:
formance, usually describing strengths
I am presently incarcerated in Londoo
and weaknesses. Such evaluation, the
Correctional lnstituion am would ap,
ool,lege believes, is far more valuable to
preciate it if you would publish this ad in
students than letter or number grades,
your newspaper.
although they represent a heavy workload
Lonely black male incercerated would
for faculty.
like to oorrespond with all persons from
All students also graduate with the same
the age of 18 up. I presently receive oo
degree and without distinction between
mail or, visits. I'm 5'11" tall and weigh 162
individuals. One attempt to institute an
lbs. I will answer all letters.
''honors" grade on top of the "pass" grade
. I ~ appreciate any consideration you
was defeated by students and faculty.
give to this request.
New College has an optional three-orThank you,
four-year degree program and extensive
off-campus study and independent study
programs. Not only does the college do
Ronald D. Garner No. 136-443
without grades, it has no required courses,
P.O. Box68
required class attendance or COl,ll'8e
London, Ohio 431(0
credits.

NoMore F's At NewCollege
From Army Tim.es
Sarasota, Fla.-Students at New College
here know they'll never get a failing grade
on their reports. There is only one gradepass-that is recorded.
They can take a course in a whole new
field, put more emphasis on one course
than on another, or even take a course
purely fer enjoyment, and never have to
worry about getting a failing mark or even
affecting their grade point averages.
It is not that students cannot fail-they
can, and do-but failing grades never go
into official records. Student transcripts

The Off.Qunpus Asaociation will be
organized to serve the needs of University
students who live in the ofkampus
community.
Recognizing that this group has particular housing needs the Off-Ounpus
Association will be prepared to assist you
as a student member by relieving you of
the financial responsibility of paying
deposits to local utility and telephone
oompanies and by helping to locate 800
secure housing for University students. A
special telephone service will be provided
for resident students.
Executive Director
Michael E. Sarxlers
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oodstock At Decatur

ISee Related Story, Page 7 I

he Decatur Summit • • •
stopped did the county~ nature of the
event become apparent. Balloons from
leaving l1J1)aid for. The sky was dappled
with plastic.
The stage that was being p-epared for
the speeches (It was about one o'clock; the
speeches were scheduled to begin about
six) bad a sort of canopy banging
overhead. On the stage were Betty Moore
and her band, and she was singing. Until it
started to rain again. The canopy initially
p-otected the people on the edge of the
sage from the rain, but as the wind picked
up, the rain got closer until it hit the a-owd.
Somebody screamed, and the collective
idea was that the massive canopy bad
collapsed. Policemen grabbed the people
on the stage and aroWld it, and pulled them
behind it.

machine that generates an artificial surf
and an Olympic-41ize pool, most of the
representatives of the press went to the
p-ess center, which bad two Jong rows of
telephones so that if an usasslnation
occurred we could run to them and file our
reports just like in ''Front Page''. 1bere at
least we were able to paltia)ly recover
from the wetness of the park, where it was
almo!i impossible to walk without step~ into mud. After the people bad

politicians spoke, hoping that aomeone
would mtice them. Mr. Strauss spoke
before the two stars came to the stage. In .
his pariotically nonparti.san speech, be
said that Watergate was just "another
Republican scandal" and that the greatest
thing about America is that the
Democratic Party is arowd.
The people behind the p-ess box were
yelling "Sit down p-ess" because the
journalists and the box-a-ashing friends
were standing up a lot to see when anybody
came in. Then George and Ted appear.
Senator Kennedy gave another nonpartisan speech in which be played bard on
the the me that be and the Governor
stared tragedies for pursuing their beliefs.
He was p-esented with awards by two of
the Black mayors, Johnny Ford and J. B.
O>oper, and be was made an honorary
citiRll of Decatur, and the mayor of
Decatur made a very fumy joke about bow
Smator Kennedy didn't have to pay tues
in Decatur. Yuk yuk.
Governor Wallace, after atandfng up
with the help of bia press aecretary, Billy
Joe Camp, and Public Safety Director
Dothard. The Governor told the crowd that
"You can't keep a good man down" and
made a REALLY nonpartiaan apeech,
talking about how great the country is, and
bow folks arowd the oeuntry are saying

trampled over the mud that night, there
was hardly any discernable growd at all
remaining.
Shortly before the speeches, we of the
Press waded into our box in front of the
podium. Our p-ess passes were carefully
checked. After the speeches began,
children and singers climbed into the press
box to get a better view of the festivities.
The police stopped checking passes.
George Wallace, Junior, Recording star,
sang "Yellow is the Color of My True
Love's Hair" and his old standard "Gentle
on My Mind" and said something that was
p-obably calculated to make sure that
everyooe would remember him for saying
it, because unimaginative editors would
make it into a headline :
"Wallace and Kennedy together ... Who
would have believed it?"
Robert Strauss, the Cllainnan of the
Democratic National Committee, had
invited himself to the Spirit of America
Festival and was talking to some of the
people on the outskirts of the a-owd. Three
representatives of the Alabama
Ass>ciation of Black Mayors sat behind

the same things people in Alabama have
been saying for years. It is almost a shame
that everybody was supposed to be
frimdly, because Wallace could have torn
up the unimaginative Kennedy speech,
with its cute references to how people in
other parts of the country are just as
vicious racists as we in the South are. The
only overtly political sentence in the
Governor's speech was the statement that
America mould have "a defense second to
none in the world." Senator Kennedy did
not applaud.
It was obvious that Wallace's bearing
has imp-oved since a few months ago,
p-obably because he has gotten part of his
concentration back and is able to figure
out what people are saying easier.
That night, a reception was held at the
local Ramada Inn for newsnen and the
-other 50,000people that found out about it.
"Somebody could die in here and you
wouldn't find out about it for three or four
hours," a>mebody said. He was right. But
after suffering through the line, we got to
make hams with the Governor and bis
wife, the Smator and bis slater, the
CllaJrman and bia wife.

After a guided tour of the Aqua-center,
which bas a swimming pool with a wave

It rtpt: Gov. George Wallace, Sen. Ted Kelllledy, Rep. Robert E. Jones,
NaUoaal Cbakman Robert Straus, Jean Kenaecly.
Clll1ely ef The Auiston Star)
Sfllltor F.clward Kennedy meets
George Wallace in a city named
man who said ''right or wrong, my
, you BOmehow expect the event
to the Decatur Summit than an
version of the Woodstock
But then again, the feeling of
lat swaap& over the a-owd at a
like this one counteracts any
might have about this being a
PJ)ltical meeting.
11th the greased-pole climb and
am the karate demonstration
le bit-the~ever-with-tbe-mallet-and' as well as the orgiastic tugsin the newly.formed ponds that
the fairgrowd swamp, it is
1 imagine a more Woodstockian
mywbere closer than Pennsylvania

lack to the Honourables . ..
is going to be the Next
." Everywhere, people saying
llllace will win the - - - Party
in 1976. Martha Johnson, a
at Athens College, told the
CIEER that her father in bis
lllSinessmet person after person
leblm, was for Wallace in 1976. The
of the United Hard Hats of
WL'I passing out signs that read
d Labor Supports Wallace
Organized Labor." He was also
lmnper "Sicken and buttons and
,o-Wallace material. He bad come

from Michigan, the state where Wallace
bad made many of bis great inroads into
the Northern political picture. A busload of

Michigan Wallace supporters bad traveled
u,wn South for what they considered .the
surrender of Senator Kennedy, and were
wasting no time getting their message
across to the network reporters, who were
very careful not to let their cameras fall on
the Black Wallace supporter who was
making himself very conspicious. One of
the bussers, who managed to get a seat
near the speakers, yelled "You're gonna
walk, George . . . you're gonna walk,"
when the Governor spoke. The folks from
Michigan were very happy pilgrims.
One bad to be very careful about what
one said about Senator Kennedy, and
references to THE bridge were definitely
out. For example, the CHANTICLEER
talked to Oscar &nith, who had served in
-White House Communications wider the
Kennedy Administration, and who is now a
free-lance writer, for half an hour before
we knew who he was. Obviously, it was
impossible to tell which persons were for
the Senator and which were not.
Soon after we arrived at Point Mallard
Park, the site of the meeting, it began to
rain. The,. images of a-owds scattering to
hide wder tentroofs were reminiscent of a
myriad of monster movies. It is not easy to
desa-ibe the eerie feeling of more than
forty people huddled wder a voterregistration tent. Only after the rain

the podium. Many of the obscure local

Ten Years After--Live
Columbia C2 X 32288
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We've Got To All

This album mows Alvin Lee's
to primal Blues' forms. Like the man
''when it comes to LlVE BOOGIE, m
gets it oo like Ten Years After."
specially priced two album set is
worth every penny if you're into bl111
all. This is one of the few true
recordings with oo overdubs or addi
and was recorded with the Rolling
Mobile Recording Unit.
1be Exceptional cuts on this alwm
Give Me Lovin, Good Morning ·
Smool Girl, I'm Goin' Home, Oloo
Mama, One Of 1bese Days, I Can\
From Cryin' Sometimes, and
On One Olord. This album representl
type of BLUES ROCK that
mountains.
Special Thanks to Gerald J ·
Manager of Homestead Record, ·
whose cooperation this article would
have been made possible. All
reviewed in this column is availahle
album or tape at HOMES
RECORDS in the Jacksonville Plaza.
FRITZ HUGHES

Ge1 Together ...
Good news for all you rock and roll fans!
As some of you may remember, the
course, "History of Rock and Roll," was
taught this past minimester by Dr. Joseph.
Well, it was sum a hit that it's back by
demand for another outstanding performance. One problem though, fans, it
hasn't been confirmed because we need "A
Li.tile Help From Our Friends." We have
to have a certain number of people sign up
before it will be a definite course for the
Fall. Don't be on "The Outside Looking
In" this Fall and miss out on this great
course. You'll Feel like a "Lucky Man" if
you take it. Don't think that "It Ain't
Easy" man; it's fun! Who koows, Dr.
Joseph might even play "Your Song".
Don't worry about the grade you will
make, just "Live and Let Die" and have a
great time. Don't "Wait Till the Midnight
Hour" to sign up. Go by Dr. Joseph's office
in Pannell Hall and walk away thinking
this is ''Only the Beginning" of-a fantastic
Fall semester !

Yes Songs

Beginner's Book
Of Brow·n -nosing

Atlantic OS3-100

GO HIRE YOURSELF AN EMPLOYER.
By Richard K. Irish. 165 pages. Anchor
Press. $2.95.
The author's iremise that good jot.
(meaning judgment jot.) may only be
obtained through two to nine months'
worth of making contacts, i. e. brownoosing, with department heads, and high
echelon persons-avoiding personnel
offices and middle management if
possible. He restates this premise
throughout the book with the agility of a
irofes11>r who has memorized his lectures
for the entire year, only to forget where he
concluded during the last periodresulting in the same lecture being heard
several times by one class.
riginally, the last chapter was
published under the title "Survival Guide
for Washington Bureaucrats." Apparently
Jrisl.failedto heed his own advice, "Being
eager is good, but salivating is gaume.";
else he would have not undertaken the first
mapters and would have concentrated on
updating the material contained within the
last chapter.
CONCERTS
Allman Brother, Atlanta, Ga., stadium,
Sept. 2; Humble Pie, Savannah, Ga.,
coliseum, July 28, Birmingham, July 29;
Focus, Nashville, Tenn., Aug. 19, Birmingham, Aug. 21; John Mayall, Atlanta,
Ga., municipal auditorium, Nov. l; Leon
Russell, Atlanta, Ga., stadium, Aug. 16;
Bang, Valdosta, Ga., July 24.
Uriah Heep, Birmingham, Sept. 20,
Atlanta, Ga., Sept. 21; T. Rex, Atlanta,
Ga., Omni, July 29, Mobile, Aug. I; Clleech
and ClOng, Atlanta, Ga., Symphony Hall,
Aug. 24; Canned Heat, Atlanta, Ga., Aug.
4; Fort Walton Beam, Fla., Aug. 5; WlSbbooe Ash, New Orleans, Aug. 19.
Wet Willie, Atlanta, Ga., Aug. 23, ~ .
Mobile, Sept. 3; J. Geils Band, West Palm
Beam, Aug. 4, Tampa, Fla., Aug. 5; Harry
Cllapin, Athens, Ga., Nov .19; Grand Funk,
Atlanta, Ga., Omni, Aug. 9; Birmingham,
auditorium, Aug. 11; B. B. King, Atlanta,
Ga., Sept. 29; Mandrill, Atlanta, Ga.,
Omni, Aug. 19, Nashville, Tenn., July 31,
Mobile, July 30; Lettermen, Atlanta, Ga.,
dvic center, Oct. 20.
Three Dog Night, Atlanta, Ga., Omni,
July 29, Mobile, Aug. l; Sha Na Na,
Atlanta, Ga., Aug. 23; Fanny, Atlanta,
Ga., July 23-25, Atlanta, Ga., Aug. ~; Jim
Q-oce, Atlanta, Ga., Aug. 7.U; Four
Seas>ns, C.Olwnbus, Ga., Aug. IO, Atlanta,
Ga., Aug.11; Gladys Knight and the Pips,
Atlanta, Ga., Sept. 16; Quicksilver,
Tampa, Fla., AUS. 3.

Although Yes's performance is
theatrics and needs more imiro ·
this being their first LIVE allxun i
undoubtedly their best yet. It contailll
earlier released LP "CLOSE TO
EDGE" in its entirety and though Ill
new material is Excerpts mm
Wakeman's FABULOUS solo LP'
SIX WIVES OF HENRY VIII", Y,
remains an outstanding buy.
Wakeman with his nine layers
keyboards assorted Moogs mi M
can cahnly and matter-of.factly
sound from falling bomlxl
plosions to a 160 piece choir
"Hallelujah". Drummer Alan Whtie
doing an outstanding job considerq
took Bill Bruford's place when Bruftri
Yes to play for King Crim~n.
Howe's guitar sets have really
and he does an extremely fine set in
FOR A DAY. Cllris Squire's
Bass ~ getting better all the time ■
dicated by his exceptional perfo
both on stage and in the studio. Joo
der11>n was definitely blessed with a
throat and a magnificent range.
Eddie Offord Yes's producer has
already in the works for ooildq
financing a Yes studio where their
album and their inevitable solo
will be recorded. Their next LP iloli
along the lines of a double album Ii
mould be out in about six months.
a doubt I can recommend this allm
being THE BEST OF YES.

any

am

"Tyrant, Show Thy Face'
-The Alabama Shakespeare Festival
iresented "MacBeth" on Saturday, July
14, in the new Anniston High School
Auditorium. 1be new auditorium, located
in the school complex on Woodstock
Avenue in Anniston, is a considerable
imirovement over the one used last year.
The air-conditioned faculty has modern
lighting, mund, and stage equipment.
"MacBeth" is a tragedy about. a man
who could oot overcome his great ambition
to become King of Scotland. Prodded on by
the iropbecies of the wierd sisters, he and
his wife murder King Duncan while he is
'visiting them. Elaborate steps are taken to
cover up the crime. Many other people are

hurt or killed in the coverup. Macbeth 18
bothered by his consdence wlti1 he
realizes that he camot tum back from his
course. He is finally killed in the last
'dramatic fight scene, fulfilling the last of
the witches prophecies.
"MacBeth" is a play steeped oot only in
blood but also in witchcraft and ghost lore.
The atmosphere is spooky and the lighting
and sound effects for this production set
and kept that mood. Red lights cast a
devilim glow on the three witches during
their appearances. Other scenes were
acted out under a strange bluish-green
light. Thunder punctuated the action at
approiriate times. The Banquo's ghost

1

scene was brilliantly done, u wa
scene in which Lady Macbeth la
walking and trying to wash the blood
her hands.
If you haven't seen ''MacBetb", I
certainly worth the two-dollar tidi.
will be iresented again OD July 25 It
p.m. and July 28 at 2:30 p.m. ml
and ll at 8:00 p.m. Seas>n tickets 1111J
had for this and other other three plaJI
'6.50. The other three plays are '
Ado About Nothing," "As You Uu
and "Tartuffe," a comedy by
Schedules and other informatico may
had by calling 237-2332 in Anniaon.
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SP-irit Of America

The Office
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eaction

morning after the Spirit of
Festival, the CHANTICLEER
a number of people in
.Almost all had either been to the
I' aeen the news reports about it
local television stations. 'lbe
r.ing was quite in favor of either
-Wallace Presidential ticket or
ticket beaded by Senator Kencal oomments were:
I would vote for a Kennedyticket ••• I might also vote for just
," L. H. Ragsdale, of Decatur, a
' specialist.
(a Kennedy-Wallace ticket) would
Ille Democrats. Kennedy needs
," David Graydon, a student at
rmlege.
is the only one qualified to
,111emess. He has popular respect
Jaile in reporting the wreck ( at
'ck) ••• is less bad than
by the White House," Walter
, owner of the Decatur Food
ameat market.
Kennedy in Alabama. He's a
. . . He would help Blacks.
· 'ck could have been an ac" James G. Hill, an employee of a
store in Decatur, a Black.
is a good man . . . better
111m . . • I forgive him for Cllap'ct," Pam Posey of Muscle

Grantlam, of Decatur, however,
I altoougb he approved of Ken• tmugbt that \he Cllappaquiddick
might be too much trouble for the

ala.
warmtly true that Watergate has
tor Kennedy, since the Democrat
i a likely to pick a scandal-free
le If it is at all possible (although
lelr cmlidates are both Democrats

sting
hedule
inalized
.James Reeves, dean of the Graduate
,bas amounced that the new GRE
Schedule bas been finalized. He
that the price of the tests bad been
from $9.50 to $10.00

the aptitude test is required for all
le students who plan to complete
than twelve (12) hours while atJSU, the advanced test is not
foc a degree in Instructional
, Business Administration, and
Q>1m.,eling.

awlicatioo deadline for the first
mon, October 'J:I, is October 2.
lioos are now available in the
le Division Office on the fourth
of the Student Commons Building.

.27,1973,Dec. 8, 1973, Jan.19, 1973, 23,1974, ~ . 'n, 1974, Jun.15, 1974.
· ude test ooly for this date

l·D EALOG

Nichols

and scandal-free). The too-political
speeches were an indication of the state of
mind of most National-Democrats.
Senator Kennedy is pl"Obably wrong if he
thinks it will help his chances appreciably
by visiting Alabama. It will take more
than that to convince the average voter to
overlook the cheating, the violence, the

reckles111ess, and the other weaknesses
the Senator can be easily associated with
by an able opponent. 'lbere was no sign at
Decatur saying, "Nobody died at
Watergate," pl"Obably because it would not
have looked very good for a meeting at
which the Governor received the Audie
Murphy Memorial Patriotism Award. But
the sign might have been on the mental
images of the more politically conscious
among the crowd.

D~ 0

Someone once said that a Member of the
House of Representatives is unique in that
he is the ooly political official on the
Federal level that must be elected.
Senators can be appointed to fill an
tmexpired term and of course, all Federal
Judges are appointed as, are cabinet
members and the heads of various
departments. But each Member of the
House must be elected by his constituents
and he is then voted upon every two years.
'lbe House of Representatives is coml)l"ised of 435 voting Members representing
each of the 50 states and three non-voting
delegates from the District of Columbia,
Guam and the Virgin Islands. At the
l)l"esent time, only one seat, that of the late
William Mills of Maryland, is vacant.
'lbe Memberlhip of the House of
Representatives is a story within itself for

THE NEW YORK TIMES

Some Perspective
On Watergate
By John J. Rhodes
WASHINGTON-It began slowly
and built into a crescendo which bu
consumed the attention ot virtually
everyone in Washington and millions
of Americans around the country. At
first, it was dismissed u a petty 1Jw,.
glary, an isotat:ed incident. Now, it k
a raging controversy 'w hich bu
threatened to paralyze the nonnal
machinery of Gov.erpment.
I am referring to Watergat&-the
llle1al entry last fall of seven individuals, among them employe1 of the
Committee for the Re-Election of the
President, into the headquarters of the
Democratic National Committee. This
incident has blossomed into a fullscale scandal, complete wi~ charges
and countercharges. And as the President himself admitted, "The inevitable
result of these charges has been to
raise serious q~tions about the integrity of the White House it.self."
Of. course, the only responsible post•
tlon to ~ . r~gardless of party affiliation, is unequivocally to reject the
attitude which led to the Watergate
break-in. Over the past several Wffks,
many leading Republicans in the Congress and around the country have
urged an immediate and full investigation of the fact.I. The 1972 Democratic Presidential candidate, Senator
George McGovern, has publicly stated,
"Republicans _have been among the
most effective voices calling for full
disclosure of all the facts."
Watergate must be resolved without delay. Far too much ,t ime has been
spent on this senseless crime at the
expense of the normal business of
Gov-ernment. That has been, in my
judiroent, the real tragedy of Watergate: It ha:s distracted us from many:
of the important issues which face
our country. We must get on with the
vital work before. us.
Watergate must be resolved, but It
must also be placed in some IOr't of a
realistic perspective: Watergate was,
as the President has said, "a series of
illegal acts and bad judgment., by a
number of individU11ls." This should
not mean condemnation of the political system. "It was th.e system," th6
President said, "that has brought the
facts to light and that will bring the

guilty to justice." I. for one. believe
this.
All th()Se who had anything to do
with Watergate-regardless of their
position-mmt be fully prosecuted
and, if found gullty, punished u required by law. Future generati0111
must know that we cannot condone
this type of senseless and reprehensible activity.
The process ts now under way
which will result in full disclosure if
it is scrupulously followed. We must
see to it that this procesa proceeds
unhampered. But now we must move
on to other matters-vital matters of
great importance to our people and to
the world, whose consideration cannot longer be postponed.
Politics is full of good and ponest
men and women. For every person in
the Republican organization who had
anything to do with Watergate, there
were literally thousands who worked
tirelessly and honestly to re-elect the
President and elect Republican candidamf. No one party bolds a monopoly on integrity, no entire party
should be penalized by the actions ~
one group of individuals. Then bu
never been any allegation tmt ~
Republican Natiooal Cnmmittee or
any of its ~ctionaries were involved
bl any way bl Watergate.
Similarly, there la no evidence at
this -point to directly implicate Premdent Nix.on in the series of Watel'gate
wrongdoings. In lieu of evidence, it is
unfair to condemn the President, or
bil entire Administration. AJJ Senator
WiHiam Proxmire recently asked on
the floor of the Senate: "Does not the
President have the same simple right
-that every other American ha.s to ~
innocent until proven guilcy?''
I am proud to be a Republican because I believe in the principles of the
Republican party. One . of these principles was handed down by Abraham
Lincoln, the -first Republkan President.
President Lincoln said over a hundred
years ago: "Let the people know the
facts and the country will be saved."
The facts of W~tergat.e will be dlspklyed to the people of America. And
America. once again, will have been
sa;ved, by the good judgment of an
informed people.
John J. Rhodes is a Congressman from
Arizona and chairman of the Republioan Policy Committee.
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the Members come from different
backgrouoos with different lifestyles.
'Ibey represent the spectrum in religions,
occupations, likes and dislikes.
Over 350 of the Members of the pl"esent
House have been involved in public service
pl"ior to their election and over 300 of them
are veterans of military service. By
l)l"ofession, 221 are lawyers, · 155 are
bankers or businessmen and 38 were
educators pl"ior to their election. Four are
ordained ministers including Alabama's
John Budtanan from Birmingham. A total
of 25 religions are represented in the House
with 100 Members being Roman Catholic.
This is followed by Methodist,
Presbyterian, Episcopalian and Baptist.
Five Members of the House stated that
they had no religious affiliation.
Many of the Members of Congress have
unusual backgrouoos. Wilmer "Vinegar
Bend" Mizell from North Carolina is a
major major league baseball pitcher and
New York Congressman Jack Kemp is a
former quarterback for the Buffalo Bills.
In addition, Bob Mathias, a California
Congresl!lllan, is a former decathelon
winner in the Olympics. All three of these
Members are Republicans which may
explain why the GOP always beats the
Democrats in the annual charity baseball
game.
On the Democratic side, Clem McSpadden of Oklaboma-wm is part Indian-is a former rodeo cowboy and Jim
Haley of Florida, wh:> was born near
Jacksonville, Alabama, is the former
owner of Ringling Brothers Barnum &
Bailey Circus.
A number of Freshman Members of
Congress have followed their political
leanings to an unusual extent. Fortney
Stark, a liberal Congressman from
California, was 90 opposed to the Vietnam
War that he put an eight foot neon peace
symbol on the bank he owned to pl"otest U.
S. policy in Indochina. On the other side of
the political spectrum is conservative
Steven Symms of Idaho wh:> demonstrated
his opposition to the farm workers' lettuce
boycott by passing out free salads at his
campaign rallies. Slortly after winning
the l)l"imary, he drove mtannounced to a
copper mine where he obtained a job ·to
learn about the miners' l)l"oblems. Last
year, Rep. Stewart McKirmey of Connecticut-who has a deep interest in prison
reform-spent two days as a pl"isoner in a
Connecticut state prison. Former
Congresl!lllan David Pryor of Arkansas
served as a wlunteer aide at nursing
homes to study the problems of the aged.
One of the most colorful Members ever
to be in Congress was Frank Boykin of
Mot.le. Many stories about Frank evolve
out of the lihootout in 1954 when Puerto
Ricans invaded the House Gallery and
began shooting at Members on the Floor.
Frank hurried out the door and told
another Member he was going to get his
gun. "Where is your gun?" the other
Congresl!lllan asked. ''Mobile, Alabama,"
came the reply. Later during a discussion
over possible security measures to irevent
a recurrence, Boykin told some
Colleagues, "Boys, let's be l)l"actical about
this thing-what we really need is more
doors 90 we can get out faster."
Each new session of Congress brings
new pl"oblems for the Members to discuss
and act upon. Many of these pl"Oblems are
extremely serious and may have an effect
on not only the nation but the world. But
each new Congress also brings in new
Members with new ideas and persmalities, making the Memberlhip of the
House of Representatives a story in itself.
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